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A usage-based constructional approach views language development as a gradual accumulation of abstract constructional knowledge through exposure to language in use[1][2][3][4]. This study tested this account in second language (L2) acquisition by investigating the extent to which frequency of Argument Structure Constructions (ASCs) and Verb-Construction Association (VCA) predicted L2 writing proficiency. 78 argumentative essays from adult Korean-speaking learners of English[5] were analyzed for the frequency of nine ASCs (intransitive-unergative, intransitive-motion, intransitive-resultative, transitive, ditransitive, caused-motion, resultative, causative, and passive) and five VCA variables[6] (verb-construction frequency, verb-construction frequency and direct object, association strength between verb and construction, diversity of verb and construction, and frequency of verb and construction). The learner texts were divided into 39 higher and 39 lower proficiency groups based on native speaker ratings.

Two discriminant function analyses were conducted with the occurrence of nine ASCs and five VCA variables as predictors, respectively. The discriminant function with constructional variables predicted the original membership of proficiency with the total accuracy of 82% (74% for the lower and 89% for the higher group). Among the constructional variables, complex constructions such as passives, transitives (with a wh-clause complement), resultatives, and caused-motions demonstrated a strong predictive power. The discriminant function with VCA variables predicted the proficiency with the total accuracy of 72% (69% for the lower and 74% for the higher group). Among the VCA predictors, diversity of verb and construction exhibited the strongest prediction power.

In sum, the results demonstrated that, as L2 written proficiency increased, the learners used more complex and less frequent constructions as well as employed a variety of verb-construction combinations. These findings indicate developmental aspects of learners’ knowledge of constructions in written production, and suggest that usage-based learning of constructions also applies to L2 contexts.
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